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1.  PROJECT PROGRESS – FINAL SUMMARY
Please provide a summary of the work undertaken on the project over the reporting period. Please highlight any issues that may cause your project 

significant delays.

The Greater Blue Mountains Drive (GBMD) project has been successfully completed on schedule and this is the final 
report for the project. As such this introductory section is here devoted to providing an over view of the project by 
way of offering both a summary of its operational processes, project components delivered and opportunities for 
further development of the product.
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Project Overview:

The investment of the $500,000 federal grant into the GBMD project has provided for the creation of a core drive 
product that can now be the subject of further development and promotion on the part of the key stakeholder 
groups. 

This is a critical point to note here at the outset of this review. The project was always seen as being part of a bigger 
ongoing process that would extend well beyond the initial start up phase and as such it paid as much attention to 
facilitating this process as it did to providing the core products for which it was directly accountable.

The central challenge facing the drive product from the outset was to come up with a product that not only had a 
stand alone identity capable of achieving the international marketing outcomes required of it, but that also served 
as a socially cohesive process that united the various regions that share the Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage 
Area as their own backyard to work together in an integrated cross regional manner. 

The general need to do this was recognised in the broad support the project application gained from all of these 
regions. Delivering on these expectations such that each region felt a sense of ownership and commitment to the 
project was always recognised as being as critical to the longer term success of the drive. 

In this regard the following email received from Lyn Davey, the tourism officer for the Wollondilly Region, is 
particularly heartening. Wollondilly is something of a fringe region in relation to the other ‘big’ players around 
the Greater Blue Mountains and were not part of the project management team. As such this response represents 
a genuine ‘third party’ assessment of the project’s capacity to connect with and engage the support of its 
stakeholders.

My feedback is that this is a beautifully run program from my 1st dealings with it to today with the 
installation & delivery of the product. The communication stream has been wonderful, the guide & map 
looks great and I’m confident it will sell well here at the VIC.

We are so pleased to have been included in this project and  that acknowledgement of the fact that there is 
more to the Blue Mountains than just Katoomba is being promoted. Wollondilly Shire is 2600 sq km of which 
over 2/3rds is Blue Mountains NP and so have always felt that we are a  “Poor Relations” to Bl Mnts. Being 
invited into this project will build bridges and enhance relationships in many ways inc. links to regional 
neighbours such as BMT, Penrith & Hawkesbury, NPWS, SWCA and various bushwalking clubs who are not 
clear that many kms of the bushwalks they do are actually in the W’dilly Shire eg Katoomba to Mittagong 
walk. 

Unfortunately the Macarthur Region is quite fractured so its great to be involved in your regional project 
and with welcoming attitude rather than “Being Told” by TNSW what we are & what we should participate 
in - we believe W’dilly is a “Nature Based” destination but the big guns believe we are an “Adventure & 
Heritage” precinct of Greater Sydney so therefore any Macarthur regional projects are usually geared at the 
low yield heritage market, the GBMD will certainly assist us with visitation and clarifying our Destinational 
Image.

These sentiments are clearly very welcome ones for the project to have received. A similarly heartening response 
in relation to the project’s capacity to serve as a cross regional, unifying motif came in the wake of the project 
launch which was attended by a range of dignitaries including the general managers of Blue Mountains and Penrith 
Councils. The presentation of the finished drive product really brought home to them the vital importance of all the 
regions across the Greater Mountains working together in a more integrated manner and they resolved to use the 
drive as a catalyst to initiate a cross regional general manager’s forum. This approach aligns also with the fact that 
the general managers of Lithgow and Oberon Councils were also present on the project management team.

What is new about the Greater Blue Mountains Drive?

The highways of the Greater Blue Mountains have long been familiar territory to generations of  Sydney 
residents and visitors alike who follow them to legendary places like Echo Point and the Three Sisters and 
the underground worlds of Jenolan Caves.

Beyond the bitumen however the Greater Blue Mountains have tended to be the domain of the hardy few, 
the realm of those who have heard tell of the special places found along the mountain’s byways and had 
the confidence and experience to travel their own path.

All this however is set to change with the arrival of one of Australia’s most exciting new touring 
opportunities. The Greater Blue Mountains Drive connects together both the highways and byways of the 
mountains to both remind you of why the iconic mountains destinations are so famous and to reveal those 
subtler places once only the locals knew about.

The drive is a catalogue of what’s what and what’s where across the vast expanse of the Greater Blue 
Mountains World Heritage Area. It’s also a directory that allows you to easily find and access things that 
interest you from the array of choices on offer. Finally, having made your choice, it’s the companion that can 
guide you to the places in the mountains where you want to go, confident of what to expect along the way 
and what’s on offer once you arrive.

It unlocks a treasure chest of touring opportunities across one of Australia’s most accessible world heritage 
areas, offering places and experiences that have long been there to enjoy – if only you’d known about them 
or had the confidence to set out and explore them.

The Greater Blue Mountains Drive – your journey into world heritage.
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Alongside these considerations from a regional perspective, the drive must also be considered from the context its 
core asset - the Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage Area.

The world heritage area was established in late 2000. In 2002, its intepretation plan defined the overall goal of its 
interpretation and communication programs to be:

that anyone visiting or residing in the GBMWHA and its environs has a sense of being in a special place - a place 
where the broader mountains community has taken custodianship of the GBMWHA to the extent that it becomes a 
unifying motif for the region and a cultural asset in its own right.

This was a very ambitious goal to set, as is the custom for such ‘light on the hill’ type statements. It was seen as a 
cross generational exercise that would take decades to begin to achieve.  This interpretation plan was produced in 
part by Ian Charles who also undertook the project management for the GBMD project. He notes that:

The extraordinary thing to note in the case of the drive program is that it has provided the means to actually 
achieve this goal in the foreseeable future. When I was invited following the tender process to undertake 
the project management for the drive, I was immediately struck by the fact that this GBMD project was 
potentially a dream outcome for the world heritage area. Here was a situation whereby the local tourism 
providers under the leadership of Blue Mountains Tourism had successfully attracted the funding and 
program support to use the world heritage area as an integrating motif for their collective marketing and 
promotional efforts. What was originally seen as a 20–30 year exercise suddenly became a here and now 
process. 

It also provided welcome support for the underlying approach adopted by the National Parks and Wildlife 
Service in their management of the world heritage area. Not only had they adopted the interpretation 
plan focus, but they had also recognised the need to adopt a whole of regional approach for the area, 
without always focussing on which agency does what. In the case of marketing for example, all of the skills, 
experience and resources are located with the local tourism bodies and agencies. The challenge hence 
became how to utilise these skills to the benefit of both the WHA and the regions rather than trying to 
duplicate them within the WHA specific admin / programs. The presence of the NPWS as an integral part of 
the project proponent and management team of course bears out their commitment to this approach.

In retrospect now, the GBMD project strikes me as a remarkable example of how critical third party 
capital in the form of the project grant can play a catalytic effect in helping regions and land managers 
help themselves. Often the will and the latent ideas are there, but the critical mass to focus attention and 
generate the necessary momentum is not. 

In accordance with the above statements, it is hence necessary to see this report clearly in the context of the 
summarising the GBMD’s establishment phase. The drive now has form and substance and the capacity to begin 
to achieve the real on ground results required of it. This has been the pivotal work of its development phase. To 
marshall the support and commitment needed to continue the drive program a newly constituted management 
group comprising the original regional proponents is being established. The key model in this regard is likely to be 
that adopted by the Great Southern Touring Route (including the Great  Ocean Road), however the details of such 
an ongoing project development process remain to be resolved.

In relation to the further development of the GBMD product it is important to note here the program was always set 
up to foster an organic process that allowed it to adapt, evolve and respond to creative input over time. This process 
was seen as analagous to that of computer software development whereby a core product with the specific focus 
and function was produced, but where the input of third party developers to expand functionality was welcomed. 
The GBMD is hence seen as both a product in its own right as well as a foundation which other agencies and service 
providers can use to meet their own specific needs and requirements.

One key example for this is the fact that no itineraries are embedded into the structure of the drive. Nor for example 
are specific experiences attached to the 18 discovery trails that access the drive’s core content. Different service 
providers can hence use the drive’s 18 discovery trails as building blocks from which to piece together itineraries 
and experiences to meet their own marketing needs and objectives. The drive is hence both a broader regional icon 
as well as a building platform upon which to construct more detailed market specific product. 

Above: This core diagram from the drive’s collateral shows the way in which it links 
together the regions that share the Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage Area 
as their own backyard.
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To achieve this it needed to recognise that there were situations where it needed to function as the headline, 
dominant motif, and others where it needed to function in a background supporting role. 

Accordingly in the case of its promotional material like the website and touring map and guide for example, it is the 
drive itself that is the focal point, while in the case of signage by comparison, it is the region people are entering 
that is the focus. Here the core message is to welcome people to the region and invite them to use the drive to 
access the various regional attractions. This utility of the drive functioning equally effectively as both a foreground 
or background motif depending on the need and context is embedded in the structure of the drive. It is directly 
devoted to facilitating a broader community relevance for the drive and assisting in ‘third party’ uptake to use and 
develop the product. One of the challenges for the drive’s newly constituted steering committee will be to remain 
in control of the overall development of the drive product and ensure that this third party uptake happens in a 
manner that is consistent with the overall integrity and development of the drive.

Project components: Project management

Project management of the GBMD was delivered for the budgeted $40,000. The project management team 
employed following a tender process involved a single project manager, who then sub contracted additional 
project management support from three operatives covering the specific areas of marketing, information 
technology and photography. This core project management team of four operatives was then assisted directly by 
the hands on involvement of staff from Blue Mountains Tourism Limited (BMTL) who effectively formed an integral 
part of the overall project management team. 

In relation to this approach, project manager Ian Charles notes:

This proved to be an ideal outcome for the project as it was the perfect case of a client maintaining a sense 
of responsibility for the project rather than just handing it across and saying “ you fix it and if we don’t like 
it we’ll let you know”. BMTL had a range of skills and experience in relation to the local tourism product 
that were simply essential to use given the broad range of stakeholders involved. Our consultant team then 
brought our own specialist skills in terms of planning systems and specific product knowledge.

A very interesting point was made at a project steering committee in mid 2007 in the presentation made in relation 
to the experience of the Great Southern Touring Route incorporating the Great Ocean Road. This was that for this 
touring project there had been no model to follow in developing such a major project that went well beyond the 
ambit of the local tourist drive.

This same observation also holds true for the GBMD. While it looked closely at the work done for the other 
comparable project of recent times – the Great Tropical Drive – it was noted at the outset of the implementation 
plan that this project had a three year project timeframe and a $6m budget. In seeking to achieve a similar outcome 
in a 12 month timeframe and with a budget of $500,000, the Greater Blue Mountains drive project was clearly going 
to have to come up with its own approach.

This approach on the part of the GBMD was from the outset not to go back to square one, but rather to build its 
product upon existing collateral and to adapt this to its own requirements. In this case the importance of the 
collaborative involvement of the GBM World Heritage Area as administered by the NPWS in making available 
its existing resources and collateral developed over the past five years cannot be overstated. It effectively gave 
the project a substantial core body of product with which to work as evidenced for example in the case for the 
contribution of the world heritage area map and other NPWS maps to be adapted to the needs of the project. It also 
meant tapping into the existing skills and resources of the local tourism agencies and the supporting operatives 
that had been closely involved in developing their product.

The critical issue for the project to address from the outset of its operations was how to follow this course and its 
inherent sole supplier implications in a manner completely in accord with probity and auditing requirements. It 
did this by producing a series of contractor engagement documents that clearly addressed both sole supplier and 
potential conflict of interest issues for review and consideration / endorsement by the steering committee. 

Above: This information panel installed at the Wollondilly visitor centre in 
Picton shows the way in which the drive can function as either a foreground or 
background motif. Here the core subject of the sign is the region itself, the drive is  
there as a backdrop motif to help visitors access the region’s attractions.
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The other critical issue to flow from this approach was the need to build in flexibility into the project management 
structure. In any major project without direct precedent, it is impossible to be specific at the outset what the exact 
paths and products are that will flow from the process. You can indicate these in a generic conceptual way, but 
providing for the unexpected nuances, opportunities and obstacles that unfold along the way are issues that are in 
themselves predictable and must be taken into account in the project planning. This was dealt with by producing 
series of contractor proposal submissions as required. They allowed for new developments and variations to be fully 
scrutinised and assessed by the steering committee prior to their introduction. Accordingly they had an “ad hoc” 
presence across the life of the project on an “as needs” basis.

The other area needing to be addressed in the overall project management structure was the role of project 
managers, project officers and contractors. The Great Tropical Drive project for example had the resources and 
time frame open to it into address this structure in a traditional way whereby different people occupied all these 
separate roles. In the case of the GBMD, these various roles were partly undertaken by separate operatives, and 
partly by the same operative working in a different capacity. This is a potentially confusing situation that can lead to 
misunderstandings about where an operative’s work as project manager stops and their role as project officer starts 
for example. This becomes further open to confusion when they then undertake work as a contractor.

This project has striven from the outset to emphasise that these role distinctions and costs are no less real in this 
project than they are of one where they are all undertaken by separate operatives. Accordingly a substantial amount 
of written material was presented to the steering committee in relation to this issue to ensure the were fully aware 
and supportive of the process being undertaken. In relation to this approach, Ian Charles notes:

It struck me throughout this project that there are actually two key ways to undertake major projects like 
this. To use a military analogy, there’s the careful campaign planning approach that marshalls a wide 
array of forces and resources to achieve an outcome, or there’s a commando style approach that may 
send a small team of specialists in to achieve the same end. Our approach was the latter. This was actually 
essential for this project as owing to time constraints we had to advance on a number of different fronts 
at the same time. Marketing, IT, photography, community consultation, strategic planning all needed to 
progress from Day 1 in order to meet the 12 month timeframe that was all the project had left to it owing 
to start up delays. Accordingly a small team with built in feedback loops that allowed developments in 
one area to be immediately slotted into other fields was essential. In addition this minimised the need for 
internal information sharing systems to be developed as a formal part of the project.

A key point to note here in this concluding report is that this approach has worked very strongly in favour of the 
overall project. Some landmark budgeting benefits to accrue to the project along the way include the fact that all 
of the preparation of the concept and implementation plan documents were produced at no specific cost to the 
project but rather were assimilated as part of the overall project management work. Likewise all of the work on the 
creative brand development for the drive has been done as an unfunded part of the project management brief.

These two examples, while relevant here, are however exceptions. On the whole the project management has 
very clearly separated out project officer / contractor roles from those of project management and addressed the 
appropriate funding and accountability issues associated with these as per previous subcontractor submissions. 
The point to be made here is that where some overlap has occurred (largely due to time and budget constraints) 
the result has very strongly favoured the project’s interests rather than those of the project management consultant 
team.

The other point to note here is that this approach has worked strongly in favour of the project in terms of its time 
frame. The fact that it has now been completed on schedule is directly linked to the fact that communication 
structures within a small task force absorb less project resources than do those of a larger project team. Additionally 
these structures within a small team are much more flexible and responsive to the changing project environment as 
this unfolds. This is both a real benefit to the project in terms of both time and budget.

Above: The cover of the drives 24 page promotional manual features the logo and 
branding styles developed as an integral part of the project management process.
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Project components: website - www.GreaterBlueMountainsDrive.com.au

Research is showing that, after word-of-mouth and prior visitation, the internet is the most popular means for 
gathering information for ‘self-drive’ tourists.  The challenge for this project was hence to create the best possible 
website that will accordingly facilitate the best possible transfer of information to these potential visitors.

The  development of the website was a hugely pivotal part of the overall program. It resolved a host of stakeholder 
issues that could not have been easily addressed in any other way.  The most common issue for example on the part 
of a local tourism or hospitality provider was “how can I get my product connected to the drive”. This potentially 
was a huge minefield for the drive as the potential demand for this is virtually limitless.

At this point, a major federal government initiative undertaken in response to the tourism White Paper came to 
the fore. This was the creation of the Australian Tourism Data Warehouse (ATDW) that provides a single archive of 
up to date entries placed there by the service providers themselves under programs run on a state by state basis. 
This data warehouse resource meant that the web site did not have to address the very costly and time consuming 
process of establishing and maintaining its own data base. Using it also meant that the project was supporting a 
major government initiative which it saw as an important role to adopt wherever such an opportunity presented 
itself.

An exciting new development in the ATDW process was the recent inclusion of geocoding in the individual entries. 
This meant that by using the Google maps engine in the site, people could access this detailed data by means of 
clickable maps. As they scroll along any given part of the drive for example, they are now able to see exactly what 
accommodation or other services may be available to them. The really nice thing about this also is that it is up to the 
service providers to keep their data entries up to date, it’s not down to the GBMD website. All the GBMD site has to 
do is to download an up to date listing of entries from the ATDW on a regular basis. This approach coupled with the 
geocoding was the first time ATDW had been used in this way and the people there were both very excited by the 
project and closely involved in its development.

Additionally the site also recognised that there was a major role for it to play in terms of delivering core information 
about the world heritage area. Due to internal agency issues for the NPWS, it has not been possible to establish 
a stand alone website for the Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage Area (which comprises eight conservation 
reserves that are an integral part of the overall NPWS estate and hence presented primarily in this context). 
Accordingly the GBMD site recognised it had a potential role to serve as the de facto WHA site and to this extent a 
substantial body of information on the WHA was included. 

The key issue of the overall IT component of the drive was to ensure that it was content driven rather than focussed 
on a specific technology. This recognised that any specific delivery system in operation today is likely to be dated 
in the near future. While it is clearly impossible to completely ‘future proof’ the site, this issue was paramount in its 
conceptual planning and implementation. As it is, it stands at the very cutting edge of what is on offer today and is 
poised to progress this further should additional funding become available. 

Obvious examples in this regard come in the case of a drive commentary delivered by GPS in car navigation 
systems. Currently these are mainly stand alone units, but in the next 5 years such technology will become common 
via mobile phones. The drive envisages a future whereby people could be travelling along a section of its length 
getting commentary that cut in as appropriate to the features they were passing. This is a dramatic development 
in that all other pre packaged commentary requires you to follow a prescribed route. By means of GPS positioning, 
you go wherever you like and the commentary follows you. You could easily have a situation in the near future for 
example whereby someone was approaching a town like Katoomba and a prompt came on: “It’s now 5.30pm and 
you’re in Katoomba, would you like to know what accommodation or dining services are available here and have 
vacancies now?” whereupon you could access a live feed of this information should you wish to.

These are exciting areas that await the drive in the future. For now the website sits as a testament to the best 
technology can currently deliver and as a low maintenance solution to ensuring people have immediate access to 
up to date, current information on both the drive and the services and facilities available along its length.

Above: Snapshots of the website featuring the interactive mapping component
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Project components: marketing

At the outset, implementing the Marketing Plan for the Greater Blue Mountains Drive required a creative and 
flexible program that would harness and develop new opportunities with publishers and producers. The approach 
necessitated an integration of both a reactive and proactive stance to marketing. The result would be the Greater 
Blue Mountains Drive profile being distributed across promotional mediums designed to infiltrate the domestic and 
international target markets.

A priority was to encourage publishers and producers to see ‘The Drive’ as not just a one off advertiser, but a life 
long partner. The goal was to develop a relationship which would increase the return on investment generated from 
the promotional activities, at a significantly greater rate than that which was spent in dollar terms.

Allocated funds for marketing activities were relatively limited so a fundamental aim was to successfully extend 
the reach of the available dollars. To do this, a concerted approach was developed to integrate the Greater Blue 
Mountains Drive into mainstream programs as well as through publications which are currently being distributed in 
the local market. 

THE RESULTS

As the implementation of the Greater Blue Mountains Marketing Plan has occurred, there have been a number 
of exciting and unprecedented opportunities which have developed as a result of the strong partnerships. The 
marketing budget for ‘The Drive’ was $120K. At this point in time, through the development of exceptional 
partnerships, the equivalent dollar value has more than tripled to over $400K in value. 

CASE STUDY 1: Make Tracks Volume 8 (Summer/Autumn 08 Edition)   (Refer attached copy)

The Greater Blue Mountains Drive is featured heavily within this publication. Over 10% of the entire publication 
focuses on the Greater Blue Mountains Drive via a 6 page feature plus front cover! 

The exposure in this publication is a great example of the success of developing a strong partnership. This is 
important as Make Tracks is the only in-vehicle magazine for Britz/Maui. Initially, ‘The Drive’ committed to a 
double page spread which was to be designed as a centre pull out map. Via a strategic approach to maximise ‘The 
Drive’s’ involvement, the exposure has quadrupled, at no cost to the project. A fantastic accomplishment was the 
front cover image for the publication being one of the Greater Blue Mountains Drive! Furthermore, ‘The Drive’ is 
headlined as one of four great drives from Sydney. It is profiled alongside the Pacific Coast Touring Route and the 
Sydney-Melbourne Coastal Drive, both of which are highly mature products (tourist drives) that have been in market 
for over a decade. 

CASE STUDY 2: Discover Down-under

Discover Down-under is a division of Trade Publications (a division of ACP Publishing). The Greater Blue Mountains 
Drive is the recipient of an exceptional multi media package which delivers across all areas including television, 
press, online and DVD.

As a result of the Greater Blue Mountains Drive partnering with this television program, Discover Down-under has 
redefined their approach to tourist drives. They have developed a new ‘Great Drive’s’ section on their TV show 
which is supported through their website, e-newsletter and magazines. The exciting aspect of this for the Greater 
Blue Mountains Drive is that we are the ‘headline act’ for ‘Great Drives around Australia.’ This partnering will assist in 
our positioning of ‘The Drive’ to be one of Australia’s premier tourist drives. 

In addition to this, the Greater Blue Mountains Drive will be permanently featured on the home page of the Discover 
Down-under website and will have strategically placed banner advertising on the home page to compliment our 
television programs going to air. The program currently has over 10,000 subscribers who receive a weekly e-blast 
(when the show is on) and monthly (when show off air). They anticipate 20,000 subscribers by the time ‘The Drive’ 
programs air in June. The Greater Blue Mountains Drive will also feature in regular E-blasts out to this database 
which will feature heading, direct weblink (to GBMD site) and 15-20 word description of GBMD Discovery Trails. 

An initiative which is unique to ‘The Drive’ is that, via our partnership approach, we have been able to negotiate 

Above: A core marketing image from the Greater BLue MOuntains Drive featured 
on the cover of the Maui Britz magazine feature on touring routes in Australia. The 
drive also had a major six page centrepiece feature in the magazine.
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further exciting opportunities for our operators. Operators within the scope of the drive will be able to promote 
their event/festival or attraction on the Discover Down-under website at no charge for 12 months (normally $500 
per event per month).

A further valuable initiative which is part of our agreement with Discover Down-under, includes our ability to survey 
our target audience via half yearly questionnaires which are conducted on subscribers. Discover Down-under 
has offered us the ability to integrate marketing questions into their surveys to ascertain for example, awareness 
or interest in ‘The Drive’. They have also made available the results of the surveys which can be broken down by 
state or national and cover information including travel patterns, length of stay, requirements, how many people 
traveling etc. This will be valuable in future product development along the drive.

This multi media strategy has been at a $60K outlay to the project but represents over $400K worth of value.

CASE STUDY 3: Local Publications (Refer attached copy)

In addition to the proactive marketing campaigns, it has been essential to ensure the Greater Blue Mountains Drive 
information is included within local visitor guides. Examples of this success include a full page feature within the 
2008 Penrith Valley Experience and a double page feature in the new 2008 Blue Mountains Holiday Book. Both 
these initiatives have been at no cost to the project.

IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

An implementation schedule has been developed and is being adhered to for all marketing campaigns. This 
schedule details the timelines for execution of the tactical marketing activities. The program was designed with key 
milestones in mind eg. Discover Down-under television shows will air in June 08 which coincides with the launch of 
the Drive at the Australian Tourism Exchange in the same month. As a result, whilst the planning of these activities 
has occurred, samples are unfortunately unavailable at this time.

Project components: photography

One of the biggest strategic challenges facing the development of the drive product was how to deal with the 
issue of the experiences on offer.  Marketing research continually dictates that people seek experiences, not 
destinations, whereas the drive is an inescapably geographic product grounded in destinations. How then do you 
attach experiential information to this context.  The approach on the part of the GBMD was to use a foreground 
/ background context to address this issue.  This meant that while the foreground messages were primarily all 
about geography, these were played out against a visual backdrop of the experiences on offer. In this context 
photography became much more than just an essential visual underpinning, it became a strategic planning tool. 

The first point to note here is that the drive from the outset eschewed the notion of the drive in any way glorifying 
the driving experience. This was almost predicated by the fact that promoting a driving experience in a global 
warming post modern existence is rather fraught. Rather the drive set out to be the conduit that connected 
people with the experiences that lie beyond the carpark, a means to an end rather than an end in itself. This 
in turn identified the need for the photos to focus on people disengaging from their vehicles in the process 
of then connecting with an activity such as bushwalking, cycling, camping, canoeing, picnicking or entering 
accommodation. 

Allied to this core suite of ‘set up’ pictures, the drive then also needed a range of other image collateral. This 
included specially commissioning a series of landscape photos to provide scenic shots of roads in various mountain 
contexts including dirt road surfaces. It also involved accessing pictures from the archives of regional tourism 
organisations around the mountains.

Above; A selection showing the range of activities covered in the photo shoot
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Project components: printed material

A key feature of the print material component of the project was to ensure it could be maintained on a mid term 
basis once the initial establishment funding had gone. To this end the drive map and guide were produced as full 
priced retail items capable of maintaining their own printing and distribution costs on an ongoing basis. 

An exciting development in relation to these products was the way in which the world heritage area advisory 
committee responded to the opportunities that unfolded in their development. The overall drive process was 
insightful in that it also focussed scrutiny on the existing print collateral previously produced for the world heritage 
area. This comprised a saleable map and a touring guide to the northern section of the WHA. Upon consultation 
with visitor centre staff it was shown that these products were too specialised to meet the more general interest 
needs of most visitors and counter staff viewed them as special interest products to be sold to specific enquiries 
such as in relation to four wheel driving. This however had never been the intention behind these products. 
Accordingly the WHA recognised that it needed to ‘soften’ its information if it was to achieve the broader tourism 
relevance and uptake required of it. To this end, the WHA advisory committee threw their support behind the 
production of the GBMD touring map and guide at the expense of doing away with their own current product and 
forgoing the development of a new separate guide for the southern part of the WHA.

This meant that the 96 page guidebook budgeted for in the original drive program was expanded to a 240 page 
edition through the direct contribution of $25,000 from the Federal Dept of Environment via the GBMWHA advisory 
committee to the project. (This was the sum that had been budgeted for the production of the artwork for the 
southern guide). 

An interesting feature of the print collateral program was the way in which it’s component products changed and 
adapted over the course of the project. Initially for example it was proposed to produce a 48 page booklet for trade 
shows to be given out strategically allied with an A3 brochure to be distributed much more freely. Upon review of 
the first drafts however it turned out that the 48 page booklet was too detailed and cumbersome and brochure was 
too light on in information

This was a particular problem for the drive as it had to battle with people having differing expectations over what it 
did and didn’t offer. Many people expected the drive to be a highly specific product not unlike a holiday tour (i.e. if 
its 10am Tuesday then this must be Munich!). This is not what the drive offers. It is a resource that empowers people 
to take control of their own travel plans and itineraries while informing them of opportunities they may not have 
been aware of. Accordingly the decision was made that the drive would only promote itself in such a way as to fully 
articulate its product and not leave the ground open for people to place expectations upon it was never set up to 
meet. In this regard 60,000 copies of a free 24 page B4 booklet (distributed only at trade events, not normal tourism 
outlets) was produced by way of combining the brochure and 48 page booklet product. 

Above; Promotional layouts produced for the touring map and guidebook 
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Above: Signage examples


